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bing.com/news

Racist food cart worker caught
on video screaming N-word and
throwing chili powder in Bâ€¦
The Grio · 4d

An Oregon food cart worker went off on a
black customer who tried to pay for her
foâ€¦
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blacks - The Racial Slur Database
www.rsdb.org/race/blacks
609 rows · Blacks: Greek word for black: Mayate: Blacks: Hispanic term for 'Nigger.'
McNigga: Blacks: Reference to McDonald's new line of advertising campaigns marketed
towards blacks. Mechanical: Blacks: English rhyming slang - Mechanical digger = Nigger:
Melanzana: Blacks: Italian for "eggplant" - very dark black people have a purplish tint â€¦

SLUR REASON & ORIGINS

925 Police Code in Suburban LA for "Suspicious Person"

AA African American. Could also refer to double-A batteries,
which you usâ€¦

Abeed Arabic term that means Black, many Middle Eastern
immigrants to thâ€¦

Ace Of
Spades

Self Explanatory

See all 609 rows on www.rsdb.org

Common Words and Phrases That Are Racist - ATTN:
https://www.attn.com/.../6951/common-words-and-phrases-that-are-racist

1. Thug. Thug refers to a violent person or criminal, but it often takes on a racist â€¦

2. Gypsy and gyp. The Roma people are an ethnic group likely descended from â€¦

3. Grandfather Clause. The idea of a grandfather clause usually means that a person â€¦

4. No Can Do. The phrase was originally a way to mock Chinese people, according to â€¦

See all full list on attn.com

List of ethnic slurs by ethnicity - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ethnic_slurs_by_ethnicity
From the word negro which means the color black in numerous languages. Diminutive
appellations include "Nigg" and "Nigz". Over time, the terms "Nigga" and "Niggaz" (plural)
have come to be frequently used between some African-Americans without the negative
associations of "Nigger".

Broader ethnic categories · Individual ethnicities · Crossed ethnicities

5 Terms You Might Not Know Are Considered Racist
https://www.thoughtco.com/terms-many-dont-know-are-racist-2834522
Whether this term is racist is up for debate in some circles. Defenders of the term argue
that it's the equivalent of using a swear word such as "damn." But critics of the word say
it's racist because it harkens back to the time when black slaves picked cotton.

List of ethnic slurs - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ethnic_slurs
derogatory word for its Muslim citizens who are "black-skinned" or "undesirable aliens"..
Kanaka in Australian English, as an offensive term for a Pacific Islander. Kanake ,
particularly used of Turks, and to some extent re-appropriated Kano â€¦

THATâ€™S RACIST! Liberals Are Saying These 6 Terms
Are â€¦
toprightnews.com/watch-out-liberals-are-saying-these-6-terms...n-words
by Brooke Bosca | Top Right News Race-hustlers are forever trying to convince
Americans that racism is everywhere, despite all evidence to the contrary. But now it has
gone from the divisive to...

14 Words That Carry A Coded Meaning For Black People
https://www.buzzfeed.com/.../loaded-words-coded-meanings-black-people
14 Words That Carry A Coded Meaning For Black People You don't hear overtly racist
language very often these days. Here are some words with a subtler implication.

7 Phrases Everyone Needs to Stop Using to Describe
Black ...
https://mic.com/articles/99182/7-racially-coded-phrases-that...
7 Phrases Everyone Needs to Stop Using to ... These words are united by a hurtful
message: Black people don't deserve to ... has since become a racist and ...

Origins of Racist Terms
www.thebirdman.org/.../RacistTerms&Origins.htm
Origins of Racist Terms. ... Similar words for "black ... Used by Whites in the Jim Crow
South who were too lace-curtain to say "nigger" but too racist to say ...

The Racial Slur Database
www.rsdb.org
Racial slurs for the whole family, impress your friends with your vast knowledge of hate!
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Racial slurs for the whole family, impress your friends with your vast knowledge of hate!

Here Are 13 Examples Of Donald Trump Being Racist
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/donald-trump-racist-examples...
Feb 29, 2016 · The lawsuit charged that the company quoted different rental terms and
conditions to black rental ... Here Are 13 Examples Of Donald Trump Being Racist.
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